Klein Tools® Helps Professionals Stay Prepared for their Next Wire and Cable Installation Job with the New Splinter Guard™ Fish and Glow Rod Kit

Sept. 17, 2018 (Lincolnshire, Ill.) – Klein Tools (www.kleintools.com), for professionals since 1857, introduces the Splinter Guard™ Fish and Glow Rod Kit, which includes a convenient carrying case for everyday use. With eight Splinter Guard™ fish and glow rods as well as seven essential attachments, this kit offers professionals an all-in-one solution to their next wire or cable pulling job.

Splinter Guard™ Fish and Glow Rod Kit with Bag, 33-Foot (Cat. No. 56400)
- Kit includes everything needed for an upcoming wire or cable installation job:
  - Eight Splinter Guard™ fish and glow rods, 33’ of total length:
    - Two 48” long, ¼” diameter Low-Flex Fish rods,
    - Two 18” long, 3/16” diameter Mid-Flex Glow rods,
    - Two 60” long, 3/16” diameter Mid-Flex Glow rods and
    - Two 72” long, 5/32” diameter Hi-Flex Glow rods;
  - Seven attachments: Whisk, Double-S Hook, Magnet, Chain, Bullet Nose, Single Hook and Twin Hook; and
  - One adjustable length carrying bag
- Rods have durable, stainless steel connectors and a Splinter Guard™ protective coating to prevent fiberglass splinters
- Glow-in-the-dark luminescent rods recharge in everyday ambient light
- Double-S Hook attachment features an innovative, patent-pending design to secure wires when working on difficult pulling applications
- Attachments fit all Klein Splinter Guard™ fish and glow rods
- Carrying bag is manufactured with durable 1680d material and features a reinforced base as well as a heavy-duty zipper to protect from the elements
- Adjustable bag accommodates 4-, 5- and 6-foot rods and has two exterior zipper pockets designed to fit shorter rods, leaders and attachments
- Patent pending
- Seven-Piece Fish Rod Attachment Set (Cat. No. 56511) and Fish Rod Carrying Bag (Cat. No. 56401) also sold separately

“Klein Tools’ newest jobsite solution provides professionals with 33 total feet of wire and cable pulling power,” says Aaron Holcomb, product manager at Klein Tools. “The Splinter Guard™ Fish and Glow Rod Kit includes fish and glow rods in a variety of lengths and flexibilities, a complete accessory set and a premium carrying bag to help ensure protection from the elements when traveling between jobsites. When equipped with this all-in-one kit, professionals will stay prepared for their next wire or cable installation job.”

For more information, visit www.kleintools.com/new-products or search for #NewKleins on social media.
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